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EAGLE HEIGHTS — 4TH GRADE — MRS. BENTLEY
I'm As
My hair is as plain as oatmeal getting cooked.
My eyes are as brown as a pug puppy.
My nose is as hard as a volcano erupting.
My ears are as gigantic as a goblin stealing gold.
My mouth is as large as a bird scooping up food.
My hands are as strong as a dinosaur killing his prey.
My feet are as warm as toast getting cooked but the toast is say ahhhh.
My legs are as light as a drum getting banged boom bam boom bam.
My body is as dry as a dessert and my skin is saying water water.
By: Tristyn Everson
Sidney
My hair is as tin as construction paper waiting to be crafted in art class.
My eyes are as wide as an ocean with lots of sea creatures swimming there.
My nose is as pretty as a rose in the park sitting in the ground.
My body is as flexible as a monkey that is hyper in the Niabi Zoo.
My legs are as fast as a cat that is running for its food because it's happy!
My ears are as small as a rat eating cheese in the corner of my house.
My mouth is as calm as a dog sleeping on the floor on a Sunday afternoon.
My hands are as big as a seal clapping its hands happily.
My feet are as big as Bigfoot's feet stomping all over the forest.
By: Sidney Pawski
Riley
My hair is as blond as a mined piece of gold.
My eyes are as blue as night wave on Clearwater beach in Florida.
My ears are as big as elf's ears on Christmas Eve night.
My nose is as small as a mouse's ear as he's running on the sewer pipe underground.
My lips are as red as lava running down the side of a volcano just erupted.
My hands are as big as a bears paws ready to strike at any time.
I'm as strong as a buffalo charging at a enemy herd of bobcats.
My legs are as long as a giraffes reaching high.
My feet are as big as kangaroos jumping along the Australian Ocean.
By: Riley Gravert
My legs are as short as a beagle when it was just born at the hospital.
My feet are as warm as the sun on a hot sunny day in July.
My hands are as wrinkled as crinkle French fries when I get out of the shower.
My mouth is as big as a basketball which I talk a lot.
My hair is as soft as silk when it is freshly spun from a spider web.
My ears are as small as a strawberry getting picked right off the tree.
My nose is as pointy as a carrot just getting pulled out of the ground.
My body is as round as a watermelon just getting ripe on the vine.
My eyes are as tiny as a blueberry just getting pulled from the plant.
By: Paige Zaehringer
My hair is a new shiny penny when it comes out of a machine.
My ears are a small pen that came out of a new package of pens.
My eyes are blue as the bright majestic sky full of cloud.
My nose is as big a giant's big toe on his odor stench feet.
My mouth is as loud as a howler monkey that is scared of people and new monkeys.
My hands are as strong as a new machine that got built.
My body is as skinny as a Rottweiler's body that is so mean.
My legs are as strong as Roman Rein legs.
My feet are as fast as a strong cheetah's legs running at top speed.
By: Pacey Dauen
Kaleb
My hair is as blond as a lion's mane who lives on the savanna.
My ears are as small as a lizard on a heated rock.
My eyes are as brown the Mississippi River waters after a hard rain.
My nose is as pointed as a ducks beak eating grain.
My mouth is as round as a bouncy ball going up and down.
My hands are as big as a chimps hands eating bananas.
My body is as strong as an iron door to a volt.
My feet are like thorns on a thornbush.
By: Kaleb Bovis

My feet are as hot as big as a medium sized dog after getting born 2 or 3 years ago.
My hair is as thin as a string getting rolled out by a cat.
My eyes are as brown as dirt getting dug by a dog.
My nose is as warm as hot cocoa getting heated just right.
My body is as strong as a horse training for a race.
My legs are as long as a giraffe's neck reaching for leaves on a tall tree.
Jayden Williams
My hair is as curly as fries right after they were pulled out of the oven.
My eyes are as black as midnight on Halloween.
My nose as pointy as a pencil after being sharpened.
My body is as strong as a mountain lion living on a huge mountain.
My legs are as fast as a cheetah trying to catch prey.
My ears are as big as dog ears while running away.
My mouth is as red as newly grown strawberries on a summer day.
By: Jayden Williams
Ivy Biggs
My hair is as wavy as a majestic wave in the deep blue ocean.
My eyes are as green trees leaving budding on summer morning.
My nose is as cute as dark blue sparking button on my new spring jacket.
My body is as flexible as a salty pretzel fresh out of the oven.
My legs are as strong as an ox pulling twenty tow trucks.
My ears are as an elf's on Christmas morning.
My lips are as red as dew covered rose in a spring g magical garden.
My hands are as small a mouse nibbling on crumbs the family has dropped.
My feet are as soft as a silky blanket fresh and warm out of the drier.
Isabelle
My eyes are as blue as the sky waiting for some clouds to come.
My feet are as cold as snow waiting for summer.
My hands are as red as a marker wanting someone to write with it.
My legs are as long as a giraffe that can reach a height of 45ft.
My hair is as brown as a monkey with a tan that's been playing with a brown marker.
My ears are as soft as a dog's fur after it had a bath.
My body is as hot as a fresh baked mm cookie coming out of the oven.
My nose is as hard as a rock on a cement sidewalk.
My mouth is as cool as a cucumber after I just pulled it out of the fridge.
By: Isabelle Kohl
Isaac Wood
My hair is as dirty blond as wet sand making a sand castle.
My eyes are as brown as dirt being thrown in a dirt fight.
My mouth is as red as a blooming cheery tree in the middle of summer.
My ears are as round as ovals at a shape convention.
My nose is as round as a triangle going down a two sided slide.
My hand is as huge as a baby turkey on Thanksgiving Day.
My body is as round as a pumpkin from a pumpkin patch.
My legs are as big as penguins in an artic snow storm.
My feet are as long as peppers in a vegetable garden.
Corn Dog
My hair is as brown as the murky waters of an old swamp.
My eyes are as green as grass on a beautiful hot summer day.
My nose is as long as an oversized anaconda resting in the river of the amazon.
My body is as amazing as Tarzans body after working out for a week straight.
My legs are as tall and strong as two skyscrapers combined.
My feet are as big as the mansion that belongs to the richest man to walk in the streets
of America.
My hands are as strong as the World's strongest gorilla's hands.
My ears are as big as an elf's ears after being thrown in toxic waste.
My mouth is as wide as the great wall of china but it will never smile.
By: Ethan Baughman

Jenna Jaramillo
My ears are as cold as ice waiting to get dunked in cold icy water.
My moth is as round as a hot melted chocolate chip cookie coming fresh out of the oven.
My hands are as hot as the sun after reaching up and touching it.

Emmalee
My hair is as red as autumn leaves freshly fallen on the ground.
My ears are as soft as a bunny's tail bouncing up and down on a sunny day.
My eyes are as green as the forests' evergreen trees waiting to be cut down for
Christmas.
My nose is as round as a button ready to be sewn onto a Colorado shirt.
My mouth is as smooth as the sand on a sunny day at the beach.
My hands are as red as strawberries freshly grown in my garden.
My body is as warm as the sun shining on the trees.

Ethan Capion – 5th Grade – Bluff Elementary

Ellie Arians – 4th Grade – Southside Elementary
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EAGLE HEIGHTS — 4TH GRADE — MRS. BENTLEY
My legs are as hard as a rock siting in the sunset.
My feet are as big as big foots feet walking in the forest.
By: Emmalee Jean Goldensoph
D.J. Shepard
My hair is as fluffy as white clouds on a cool summer day.
My eyes are as dark as night on a warm summer evening.
My hands are as useful as a piece of construction paper for crafting photos.
My ears are as cold as wind on a cold winter morning.
My nose is as short as an elf wrapping toys for Christmas.
My mouth is as wide as an open field on an autumn day.
My body is as tan as a beach on beautiful summer day.
My feet are as big as a key board on a warmed up computer.
My legs are as smooth as fur on a lion's mane.
Chase
My hair is as yellow as the sun when you walk outside.
My mouth is as small as puzzle pieces being put together.
My hands are as big as 3 markers connected in to one.
My feet are as huge as two chicken legs on a grill.
My eyes are as blue as people swimming in a pool that just got cleaned.
My nose is as small as a paper clip with papers in it.
My body is as light as a tissue and a paper in the wind.
My legs are as long as a sword being used in battle.
By: Chase McKenzie
Carson
My hair is as spiky as grass on a summer day in a soccer field.
My eyes are as blue as clear blue sky on a sunny spring afternoon.
My body is as light as a black lab dog after he just finished his big dinner.
My legs are as long as a baseball ball at a big game to win the championship.
My nose is as short as a fresh cherry that got picked in late spring.
My ears are as round as brand new cucumber in a fancy restaurant at a family gathering.
My mouth is as red as a picked cherry red rose in a glass vase in a colorful garden.
My hands are as strong as fearful bear in dark, old cave in early fall.
My feet are as small as a baseball glove used in pee-wee pitching on a hot day.
By: Carson Nielsen
My hair is as black as an unlit room in the darkness of night.
My ears are as wide as a spider on the wall waiting for its food.
My eyes are as green as the grass in the woods in summer.
My nose is as small as a bright yellow leaf in fall at thanks giving.
My mouth is as loud as a traffic jam a 6:00.
My hands are as tough as stone in the earth's crust.
My body is as tall as a tree in Canada.
My feet are as hard as gold in the Earth's mantle.
My legs are as long as a tree branch on a tree in the forest.
By: Carson Huling
Ayden Finn
My hair is as brown as a football at a fall football game.
My ears are a small rock outside on a warm summer day.
My nose is a round baseball on a warm afternoon getting hit by bat.
My eyes are as brown as a monkey swinging threw the trees in a rainforest.
My hands are as strong as a lion leaping through tall grass at an enemy.
My body is as athletic as a pro baseball player diving to make a play in a championship
game.
My feet are as long as two pencils writing a story about dragons.
My legs are as tough as a brick building a house.
By: Alexandra Dimmick
My ears are roses on hot summer day in my grandma's garden.
My hair is as soft as a cat's fur after it gets washed in a nice cool bath.
My body is as thin as a noodle in hot chicken noodle soup.
My eyes are as dark as the midnight sky on an autumn night.
My nose is as big as a rat's tail twitching because he is afraid the cat will eat him.
My legs are as light as a feather on a nice summer day.
My feet are as tan as a sun burned hippo in a huge pool.
My hands are as clammy as a crab at the beach on a summer day.
My mouth is as loud as an elephant at the Niabi Zoo on an autumn day.

Black sounds like the hollowing winds on Halloween.
Black tastes like dark chocolate.
Black feels like a tough rock.
Black smells like coffee.
By: Paul Horning
White
White looks like a blank piece of paper through the wind.
White sounds like silence on a foggy night.
White smells like hot frosting on a donut in the morning.
White feels fresh, slippery, cold snow.
White tastes like frosting on a birthday cake.
By: Cameron Grams
Jaydin Sheppard
My hair is as soft as a new pillow out of the washing machine.
My ears are as small as a mouse that could live in it.
My eyes are better than an eagle's eyes.
My nose is as long as an eraser on a pencil.
My mouth is as sweet as candy and you would think it is candy.
My hands are as dry as a sandwich in the sand.
My body is as skinny as a road snake.
My feet are as big as a bowling ball in the cold.
My legs are as fast as a wolf running in a stadium.
Who Said It Is May...
By: Brady Ralston
The pool did when it opened for the season.
The sun did when it filled the sky.
The bees did when it was summer.
The grass did when it grew tall and green.
The flowers did when they bloomed in the sun.
The garden did when the vegetables came out.
The outdoors did when I ride my bike.
The vacation did when I went to Rock Creek.
The warm temps did when I went to my pool.
Mother's Day did when my mom gets to choose whatever she wants.
The shorts did when I get to wear them outside.
Who Said It Was May
By: Cooper Kohl
The farmers did when they harvest.
The grass did when it grew.
The sun did when it got hot out.
The pool did when it open for the season.
The days did when they got longer.
My outfit did when I started wearing shorts.
The rain did when it made the grass longer.
The zoo did when it opened.
The weather did when it got nicer.
My bike did when it was time for bike rides.
Who Said It Is May
By: Amie Douglas
The grass did with it grew long.
The pool did when it filled with water.
The flowers did when they bloomed.
The days did when they got longer.
Mother's Day did when it was time to celebrate.
The garden did when the fruit grew.
The campground did when it opened for the season.
The zoo did when it opened for the kids.
My birthday did when we celebrate it.
The weather did when it was warm to go boating and swimming.

Black
Black looks like a night sky.

Michael Wiebenga – 4th Grade – Whittier Elementary

Breanna Seidell – 4th Grade – Eagle Heights Elementary
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PRINCE OF PEACE — 4TH GRADE — MRS. NOECKER
Fourth Grade Book
Reviews
Nyah Thomas:
My favorite book is Diary of a
Wimpy Kid Dog Days by Jeff
Kinney. I like this book
because it is funny and interesting. The book makes you
want to read it over and over
and over again. Now let me
tell you about the main characters. There is the Mom, the
dad, the older son names
Rodrick, a middle child
named Greg, the littlest one
names Mannie, and Greg's
friend named Rowley. The
Mom likes to fo to Mother
Son dances and likes to have
Greg get exercise. She wants
Greg to read more too. The
Dad likes to go fishing, water
balloon fights, and paintball
wars. Greg and Manny's
older brother likes to have
parties, be lazy, and eat pizza.
He is also in a band called
“Loaded Diaper.” Greg likes
to use his friends for things,
but he is nice to them and sort
of friendly. Manny is the littlest brother. He is potty
trained. He likes to pick his
nose, drool, and color on the
walls. Rowley likes to play
games and do fun things. I'm
not going to tell you about the
book because you're going to
have to find out for yourself.
Brody Dehner:
I like to read Game Changers

by Mike Lupica. It has details
about a football team. There
is this boy that wants to be
quarterback, but he does not
get the job. The boy that
wants to be quarterback is
Ben, but the person that is the
quarterback is Shawn. They
became friends. Some players are Ben, Shawn, Cooper,
and Sam. They are a good
team. Mike Lupica has good
books to read about sports.
Brittney Hovery:
I like the book Trading Faces
by Julia DeVillers and
Jennifer Ray. Trading Faces
is where two twins decide to
ttrade faces when they are in
7th grade. They used to be in
the same classroom all of the
time, but when they get their
papers, they got split up. One
had to go in room 220 and the
other, Emma, got put in 224.
Payton's tank top strap
attacked her. They went into
the nearest closet. It was the
janitor's closet. It was a great
story! I think you should read
it.
Alex Peterson:
Diary of a Wimpy Kid is a
book series. I just got finished reading Diary of a
Wimpy Kid Rodrick Rules.
Some of the characters are
Mrs. Heffley, Mr. Heffley,
Greg, Rodrick, and Manny.
So Greg doesn't know how to
get him to stop, and you never

know what he will do next!
It's a really good book and
you will never know what's
going to happen to Greg next.
Avery Dehner:
You should read the book
Surrounded by Sharks by
Michael Northrup. It's about
a boy named davey who is on
vacation. His family wants to
sleep the whole day while
Davey wants to get up and go
to the beach. So one morning
he wakes up, gets dressed, and
heads straight for the beach.
He finally gets to swim in the
ocean. He is so excited. Then
he looks under him and sees
some creature's surrounding
him. When he looks to hs
right, he sees a No Swimming
Sign ...Dangerous Sharks.
Isabella Adams:
I read the book All the
Answers by Kate Messner. In
the book, the main character
is Ava Anderson. She has a
big math test the day she
grabbed that pencil. It was an
ordinary pencil. It was just
plain blue. She forgot to
study for her big math test so
when she got into the math
room, it was just her and the
big bold scary words. There
was this one problem that she
couldn't figure out. She wrote
down the problem so maybe it
would help her. Then she
heard a voice say the answer.

Marcus Blount:
I like to read Diary of A
Wimpy Kid Dog Days by Jeff
Kinney. It is funny because
they get a god and give it the
name Sweety. They gave it a
dog bowl that said Sweaty by
accident. One time they make
meatloaf and he ate some of
it. Read the book and find
more funny things.
Susan Reed:
Hi ny mae is Susan and Grace
The American Girl by Mary
Casanova is my favorite book.
Grace goes to Paris with her
mom to help her aunt who has
a be”be”. That means baby.
The author has written four
other American Girl books.
In the back of this book she
wrote French words to help
you learn French. You might
know some french words.
This book is very good and I
know you will love it too.
Madison Zachert:
I like the book The Complete
Dog Owner's Manual by Amy
Marder. It tells you how to
prepare for new dogs, puppies, old dogs, and different
breeds of dogs. My favorite
dog is the lab. It tells you how
to take care of dogs, how to
bathe your dogs, and how to
train your dogs too. My
favorite part is the beginning
pick your dog.

Sarah Moeller:
Sheep was written by Valerie
Hobbs. It is a story about a
dog that had to leave his family and go to a pound. He
goes through so many owners
including a cruel circus owner
and meets some good friends.
He soon meets a boy at a boy's
orphanage. That boy wants to
be adoped and the dog wants
to herd sheep.
Anabel Cunningham:
I like the book Smile by Raina
Telgemeier. It is a great book.
It is in color and it's a comic.
It's a true story about life. It is
a book that expresses feelings.
Raina is in sixth grade. He
learned not to be afraid. She
has to get headgear, braces,
and more embarassing things.
She has a life of drama. Sill
she find out about true friendship?
Camille Kilburg:
I like the book Sisters by
Raina Telgemeier. It is really
insteresting and funny. It has
a lot of flashbacks that are
really funny. She wanted a
sister..and she got one just not
the right sister. They go on a
trip to Colorado to have a
family reunion, but have a lot
of trouble traveling to
Colorado and back. They also
have a little brother, Will, who
on the way to Colorado make
a lot of noise with his new
goy. My favorite parts in the

story are..well, all of them!!
Kiely DeBo: I read the book
Otis by Ellen Miles. I like
this book because I like cats.
This book is about a cat
names Otis who is found in an
elevator in a paper fast food
bag. Mi, Michael, and Pete
the bank instructor find this
little orange tabby cat the Pete
names Otis. The Battelli family has fostered one cat before
names Callie, and now they
have to foster Otis until they
find him a forever home. The
series is called the Kitty
Corner if you want to read the
series.
Shannon Kenneavy:
Walk Two Moons by sharon
Creech is about a girl names
Salamanca who goes on a
road trip with her grandparents across the country. She
only goes for two reasons.
The first reason is that her
grandma and grandpa are
crazy drivers. If she didn't go,
her grandma and grandpa
wouldn't last one minute in
their car. The second reason
is that they are stopping at the
place where her mom went,
but she never came back.
Along the way she is telling
the story of her friend Phoebe
and her family. This book is
good for someone who likes a
good mystery. This is my
favorite book of all time.

FULTON — 4TH GRADE — MRS. GEYER
CASSIDY
Cassidy is a girl
And Amy is her friend
She is sweet to me
Some people say I am
crazy to think things
I know Amy is my friend
Do you think Amy is my
friend
Yes because she is sweet to
me.
By: Cassidy
STORIES
Stories I like them
too much reading will be
good
or not read
row is Dinousor
i like books
enourmous mouse
super awsome mouse
By: Dela Rosa Ortiz
Central Bank saves money
Everone likes central bank
Never gonna make people
made
The place is perfect

Really big vaults
All ready built
Looks pretty cool
Bestest bank ever
At all times
Never going be robbed
Kicking robbers out
By: Dante
Craming the jelly in
Hot on the inside that's the
way I like it
Use a napken there sticky
Rumdling my tumy for
them
Out the jelly comes
Soft and smoth they are
By: Hailey VZ
Jeff's bug spry
Jeff's bug spry is the best
of the best I swear the
other bug spry's dont work
people say Im the best but
I dont belive them but I
half to emetiet it it is good.
By: Lukas
Sixty seven soals surfed

Super sably sailors shouted
super
samy sailed sandy saild
saly serched
super sasfuly
By: Zane
Robby likes to play sports
Only some books he reads
Bacon is his favrite food
Basketball is a sport he
likes to play
Yelling at his brother is
what he does at his house
sometimes.
By: Robby
The C Poem
Crazy cook Casey came
from Colorado feeling
crazy cool, to go to
California's crazy cooking
contest.
By: Ashley
HAILEY
Happy and funny at all
times,
An awesome friend to

Marissa Wadsworth – 4th Grade – Southside Elementary

have,
It's fun time with her,
Lies never ever,
Every day is a perfect day,
Ya screams her I am so
FUN!
By: Alyssa
Petable and cute,
unbeatable pets
Pets that are small and
loveable
Pets that basicly never bite
You will always like puppys
I just know it.
By: Ryan Eads
Payton is cool
Also amazing
Yakes not as much as some
people
Top of his class
On top of his game
Nibbles on brownies
By: Payton
Seassell Sally bought
seashells super close to the

seashell store so she had
shelfs full of shells
By: Brady
Ben bites blue bananas by
a bleu whatl in Brazil, but
blue bees are biting blue
bannas with Ben.
By: Benjamin Fosdick
Artists are artistic and
amazingly
awesome,
artists art can be apples and
at places outside.
By: Annabelle
What Did Dawson Get
Did Dawson get a D
did Dawson get a D+
did Dawson get a Ddid Dawson do well
By: Dawson
Riley Rootin Ray
Riley ran really rough
rocking red rain reasons to
read Rootin Ray
By: Amy

Sally sold shells that slid
slowsly towards silly slily
sand.
By: Paige
Andrew at apples at airports along Alabama and
Arkansas
also
at
Applebees.
By: Andrew Meurs
Steve's stove got
stollen by a stove
steller so stove
steller was in a
seller.
By: Conner
ride on with a boat
intertube down it
very fun
exciting and fun
roars with water
By: Logan

Mark Cyphers – 4th Grade – Jefferson Elementary
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BLUFF — 4TH GRADE — MRS. MULHOLLAND
Volcanoes are sometimes found in
oceans, and volcanoes also form
Hawaii
Lava can move at speeds of 60 miles
(100km) per hour
Craters are at the top of a volcano.
Ash from volcanoes can cause wildly
colorful sunsets.
No good results come from volcanoes,
but it is neat to see them erupt.
Obsidian is made from magma.
By: Natalia Williams
Volcanoes are openings where molten
rock and gas comes from deep inside
the earth.
Observing volcanoes help us learn more
abou twhat they are like.
Lava is molten rock that pours out of a
volcano when it cools and hardens, it
forms rock. This rock is called igneous
rock.
Crust is the thin layer of the earth on
which we live.
Active volcanoes may erupt at any time
and there are about 500 of them in the
world.
Never go near a volcano, you could get
hurt. I wouldn't want to experience
that feeling.
Oh! You should see the explosion from a
volcano, it is cool to see but very dangerous.
By: Desiree Johnson
Volcanoes are formed in different ways.
Ocean floors sometimes have volcanoes.
Land after an eruption is burnt and
destroyed.
Cinder Cone volcanoes have huge
craters at the top.
A vent is the opening of a volcano which
is where lava, ash and gases escape.
New magma (after it explodes) dries into
rock.
Observing the volcanoes close by are
people called volcanologists.
By: John Mumm
Volcanic rock and lava that come sout of
a volcano is known as tephra.
On its way up out of the volcano,
magma collects into pools in areas
caled magma chambers.
Lots of ash becomes hard like concrate,
making it very difficult for anyone to
try to dig anyone or anything out.
Crust is the top layer of the Earth that is
covered with lava when a volcano
erupts.
Accurate predicitions can save thousands or millions of lives.
Not living by a volcano is a good idea,
so you don't get killed if it erupts.
Old Faithful is a geyser whose water and
steam can top 180 feet (55m).
By: Faith Luedtke
Volcanoes are amazing. They have
magma and are the things that formed

so many islands in Hawaii. They can
be found on
Ocean floors. They have lava chambers
full of magma. Now be careful for the
Lava flows quickly and is burning hot. It
will cook you like a
Cookie (a very uneatable cookie).
Volcanoes can erupt at any time. If it's
winter, spring, summer or fall, lava
will destroy all in its path. Volcanoes
can create rock which can sometimes
float.
Also there are over 1,000 volcanoes in
the world. Lava can move at a speed
of 60 miles an hour.
Near active volcanoes people carry out
regular evacuation drills. These help
them to be ready for any dsestruction.
A major eruption produces more energy than an atomic bomb.
On a volcano it can be unsafe if ash is
floating around. A volcano does not
ever have to erupt to be a volcano and
it it never erupts it's called a dormant
volcano or a stagnate volcano.
By: Havyn Soenksen
Volcanoes are as hot as an oven.
Obsidian is a dark, glassy rock formed
from volcanoes.
Lava came out of the main vent of the
volcano.
Composite volcanoes look like tall
mountains with steep sides.
Ash is a dust size rock material that
blows out of the volcano.
No one can survive a volcanic eruption.
Observe is to watch somone or something carefully.
By: Noah Webb
Volcanoes are openings in the earth's
surface.
Oh there is tons of lava inside volcanoes.
Lava is melted rock from inside the
earth.
Craters form after a big explosion.
About 500 million people live near volcanoes.
No one knows when a volcano will
erupt.
Ocean floors have erupting volcanoes.
By: Tyler Dietrick
Volcanoes explode like popcorn popping in a pan without a lid.
Ocean plates move away from each
other and form a volcano.
Land can be covered by ash when a volcano erupts.
Craters are bowl shaped pits at the top of
volcanoes.
Ash is dust sized rock material that
blows out of a volcano.
No one can survive an eruption.
Oh there area many volcanoes in the
Ring of Fire.
By: David Zimmerman
Volcanoes shoot out melted rock, ash

Nicholas Sisneros – 5th Grade – Prince of Peace

and gases.
Often volcanoes are found in Hawaii
and Japan.
Lava is red hot! It can measure up to
21,282 degrees F or 1,250 degrees C.
Composite volcanoes look like a tall
mountain with steep sides. It is made
of alternating layers of lava and ash.
A volcano is an opening in the Earth's
surface.
Never do anything by a volcano because
if it erupts you could almost die.
Often volcanoe shave magma/lava come
out of it, but most of the time it is ash.
By: Nick Anderson
Volcanoes often have lightning during
an eruption. The lightning is usually
huge bolts shooting across the volcano. Electricity often comes from
ash, gases and ice rubbing together.
Often times lava comes from the earth's
mantle which is 231,340 feet below
the crust we walk on today.
Lava can move up to 60 miles per hour.
WOW that's not as fast as I expected.
Lava is about as hot as the earth's core.
Craters are normally at the top of a volcano. The look like a bowl. Craters
form when the top of a volcano
explodes.
All volcanoes have lava or magna but
not all volcanoes erupt. When a volcano erupts all people are to evacuate
the area because of how hot the
magma can be.
Not every volcano stayts active, when a
volcano runs out of lava a volcano is
no longer active and is safe to be
around.
Oh my! Now you know just a little bit
about volcanoes and why to stay away
from them!
By: Mackenzie Guilliams
Volcanoes often erupt on the land of
Hawaii but can erupt in other states
and countries too but did you know
that they could be underwater too.
Often volcanoes you see or learn about
are Stratovolacnoes. Those are the
ones that look like mountains with
small craters. Every volcano is different but there are 4 main types. Sheild
volcanoes are made of fast-flowing
lava. Cinder cones have a wider crater.
The smallest one is the Lava dome,
formed by thick lava.
Lava and magma erupt out of the volcano followed by ash as well. Lava
can move up to 60 miles per hour.
There is a place for magma called the
chamber and after a volcano erupts,
that chamber is empty.
Craters and calderas are at the top of a
volcano, it's basically like a huge bowl
of Mentos and Coke. Almost! At the
top of a volcano there could be a crater
or calderas. The only “huge” difference between those two is the size.

The calseras is a little bigger.
Active volcanoes are ones that have
erupted within 10,000 years and is a
volcanoe that will like erupt pretty
soon. There are approximately 1,500
well known active volcanoes.
Including one of the biggest volcanoes
which is Mount Etha.
New volcanoes form when one erupts.
That probably makes no sense at all
but when a volcano erupts somestimes, if it's lucky, the lava and magma
and all that jazz can form a lava dome,
and make a new small eruptive volcano!
One of the biggest volcanoes, actually
the biggest volcano is Mauna Loa,
located in Hawaii. So imagine an
Olympic sized swimming pool, now
multiply that by 32 billion, that's how
big it is. Pretty small, right? Exactly! It
has the volume of 19,200 cubic
meters.
By: Becky Selmani
Volcanoes have a central vent and the
magma comes out of that vent.
Oceans sometimes have volcanoes form
on the ocean floor.
Land is in danger because of the volcanoes erupting.
Cinder cone volcanoes look like a cone
shape hill.
Ash is little fires that form when lava
cools off.
Never go where a volcano could possibly erupt.
Obsidian is a hard rock that forms from
the lava in volcanoes.
By: Kenny McAdoo
Volcanoes are located in Hawaii,
Mexico and California.
Oh, volcanoes destroy everything in
their way.
Lava is created by the core of the earth.
Composite volcanoes look like a tall
mountain.
Ash comes out of volcanoes.
Never live by a volcano because when it
erupts, it will melt down your house.
Obsidian is made of lava and water.
By: Darius Lomax
Volcanoes shoot out melted rock called
lava.
On its way up magma collects to form
pools called magma chambers.
Lahars set hard like concrete making it
very difficult even to try to dig anything or anyone out.
Cork would float to the surface of water.
Anyone caught in these clouds has little
chance of surviving.
Not all volcanoes form at the edges of
plates.
Olympus is the biggest volcano in the
solar system.
By: Dylan Burridge
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Volcano can be destructive and can
destroy anything in its way.
On its way up, magma collects in pools
called magma chambers.
Lahars set hard like concrete making it
very diffucilt even to try to dig anything or anyone out.
Crust is a thick hot layer of rock called
mantle.
As magma rises, gas within it explodes.
Not all volcanoes form at the edges of
plates.
Olympus is the most biggest volcano in
the solar system in the universe.
By: Emilio Cuatlatl
Volcanoes have huge bolts of lightning
shoot across the ash cloud above the
volcano during an eruption.
Often the power of eruption can be seen
from space. Some volcanoes last a
month and cause no damage while
some can last forever.
Lava is the worst thing to see when a
volcano erupts. Lava comes in different kinds. Before a volcano erupts,
magma is what it is but when it comes
out its called lava.
Clouds of ash can be very but, but ash
itself is no bigger than 1/16 or 2mm in
size. That's as big as this dot. Volcano
ash is made of fragments of crystal.
Ash in the air, once a volcano erupts,
turns the sky dark all day making it
dangerous to drive on roadse covered
in thick muddy ash.
Not much ash, you would think, comes
out of volcanoes, but I'm going to
show you. When ash plumes cool, they
can collapse under their own weight
and turn into ash flows. These deadly
flows roll along the ground at hundreds of miles per hour.
Oh my! Now you know a little bit of
information about volcanoes. Well,
there are many other things you can
learn about from volcanoes. Maybe
you can get on a computer or a book
and search up facts, but that's all from
me.
By: Kailee Woods
Volcanoes are
Over loading with magma and
Lava that can flow in different ways.
Can they be deadly? Yes, because of
Ashes and heat.
Now volcanoes are made of many rocks
which include basalt, granite, pumice
and
Obsidian, which makes the core.
By: Cebastione Bailey
Volcanoes explode like a bunch of popcorn in a pop corn popper with no lid.
Oceans can have volcanoes on the ocean
floor.
Land on the ocean floor can be created
by volcanoes.
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Central vent is where the lava comes out
of the volcano.
A volcano is dangerous.
No volcanoes are very dangerous.
Oceans get a lot of ash in them.
By: Pejsatch Presson
Volcanoes can erupt but it's not common.
Out of reach so you don't burn.
Lava is very harmful.
Cools then turns into black rock.
A shield volcano forms when lava
erupts.
Never stay close to volcanoes.
Obsidian is a dark glassy rock.
By: Frankie Landa
Volcanoes are very deadly and explosive.
One of the deadliest things in the world.
Lava is the hottest thing in volcanoes.
Cools and then turns into black rock.
Always stay away.
Never live near volcanoes.
Obsidian is a dark glassy rock from a
volcano.
By: Daunte Coggins
Volcanoes are sometimes very dangerous. They erupt at any time they want
to destroy anything in its way. The
lava sometimes starts fires on land.
When lava is cooled off, it turns into
hard rock.
Out over the top, lava and ash come
shooting out like Mentos and fizzy
soda. Lava and volcanoes can destroy
a town in minutes. When volcanoes
erupt, they make a loud BOOM!
Lives have been destroyed because of
volcanoes, but scientists haVe been
telling people when a volcano will
erupt and how to take shelter. Many
lives have been saved by scientists
help.
Can there be a way to stop a volcano
from erupting? Many scientists have
come up with an idea but each time
failed.
A volcanologist is a person who studied
volcanoes. They have figured out that
there are three kinds of volcanoes; a
shield volcano, cinder cone volcano,
and a composite volcano. They have
many similarities.
Never go close to a volcano if you know
it's going to erupt. Don't think it won't
hurt you because it will. It might even
lead to death!
On the way down the volcano, lava spills
and is destroying anything it is path.
Many towns have been damaged
because of volcanoes and their lava.
Otherwise they are very cool.
By: Alyssa Gibson
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Pattern Poems by Mrs. Thornton's 4th Grade Class – Eagle Heights
Who Said It's May?
By Reaghan B.
The grass did when it started to grow.
The flower did when they got picked for Mother's Day.
The swimming suit did when it got out of the closet.
The zoo did when the animals got out of their cages.
The pool did when it was filled with kids.
The people did when the flea market was open.
Dutch Days did when the streets were filled with people.
The cars did when they came out for the car show.
The boat did when it was out on the water.
The camper did when it got out of the shed.
Who Said It's May?
By Nick Mann
The flower did when it first bloomed.
The sun did when it first rose over the horizon.
The arrow did when it went through the target.
The beach did when the surfers first stepped on it.
The campers did when they started their fire.
The pool did when the diver first dove in it.
The grass did when it first turned green.
The jet ski did when it jumped on the water.
The fish did when it jumped and splashed in the water.
The baseball did when it flew out of the park.
Who Said It's May?
By Maddie Wenzel
The kids did when they played outside.
The sun did when it shined.
The pool did when it opened.
The beach did when it got hot.
The mower did when it cut the lawn.
The camper did when it got used.
The people did when they went on a field trip.
The moms did when it was Mother's Day.
The fishermen did when they went fishing.
The garden did when the flowers grew.
Who Said It's May?
By Emily Parker
The kids did when they were playing outside.
The flowers did when they sat in the Sun's warmth.
The parents did as they pulled out tank tops and shorts.
The fishermen did when he sat on his boat.
The girl did when she was planting in the garden.
Dad did when he was grilling hamburgers.
Mom did when she opened her presents on Mother's Day.
The boy did when he went canoeing with his friends.
The farmer did when he was planting watermelon.
The family did when they roasted marshmallows on a fire.
Who Said It's May?
By Aiden Thomas
The kids did when they went on summer vacation.
The moms did when it was Mother's Day.
The people in the Army did when it was Memorial Day.
The Dutch people did when it was Dutch Days.
Baseball did when kids signed up for it.
Soccer did when people signed up for it.
The racers did when they were racing.
The people did when they opened their pools.
The flowers did when they bloomed.
The kids did when they went on their field trips.
Who Said It's May?
By Caleb
The flowers did when they blossomed.
The green grass did when it grew.
The sun did when it came out.
The leaves did when it had sun.
The kids did when they play baseball.
The soccer game did when it started.
The kids did when they play kickball.
The kids did when archery began.
The grownups did when they went fishing.
The family did when it was time to go camping.
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Who Said It's May?
By Race
The flowers did when they woke up.
The grass did when it got green.
The sun did when it shined.
The kids did when they played baseball.
The mom did when she received her letters on Mother's Day.
The weather did when it got warmer.
The gardens did when they were planted.
The campers did when they ate hotdogs.
The beach did when it was walked on.
The fishermen did when they caught fish.
Who Said It's May?
By Dustin Untiedt
Mothers did when it was Mother's Day.
I did when it was time for the pizza party.
I did when my mom said no tank tops.
My step dad did when he wanted to buy a grill.
My mom did when she started planting seeds.
We did when we went on vacation.
I did when I played outside longer.
Dillen did when it was his birthday.
My brother did when he wanted ice cream.
The class did when we went canoeing.
Who Said It's May?
By TJ
The pool did when it opened for the season.
The sun did when it filled the sky.
The flowers did when they smelled good.
The grass did when it turned green.
The sky did when it is blue.
The school did when it was over.
My big brother did when he came here for summer break.
Rock Creek did when it opened for summer camping.
The math masters did when we had a pizza party.
The summer did when it says summer break is here.
Who Said It's May?
By Tiffany
The baseball field did when the crowd grew bigger.
The sun did when it shines so bright.
The leaves did when they started to bud.
The soccer fields did when they filled up with players.
We did when we got to the beach.
The pool did when people came in.
My friends did when we got outside.
The field trip did when we got back.
The family did when we went camping.
The lawn did when we mowed it.
Who Said It's May?
By Hannah Asay
Mom did when she marked the calendar for Mother's Day.
Mrs. Thornton did when passing out field trip forms.
The Ice Cream Man did when giving me a scoop.
Dad did when packing for our camping vacation.
Emily did when eating her birthday cake at Adventureland.
My sister did when wearing a tank top and shorts.
I did when playing outside.
Who Said It's May?
By Ethan
The kids did when they wore shorts.
The boats did when they were on water.
The hunters did when they hunted.
The zoo animals did when people watched them.
The hikers did when they went hiking.
The water did when kids swam in it.
The kids did when school was out.
The mothers did when it was Mother's Day.
The cars did when they went to the car show.
The flowers did when they bloomed.
Who Said It's May?
By Emerson
The flowers did when they blossomed.
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The rain did when they made plants grow.
The zoo did when it opened.
The river did when it streamed in the water.
The garden did when it was full of plants.
Waterparks did when they opened.
Hunting did when the hunters came out.
The hotels did when people are in it.
Dutch Days did when it got set up.
Hiking did when people started to hike.
The LumberKings did when their stadium filled with people and fans.

The pool did when it opened for the season.
The sun did when it filled the sky.
The zoo did when it opened for the day.
The farmer did when it picked corn.
The sun did when it shined.
The kids did when they played outside.
The family did when they went camping.
The fish did when he was swimming in warm water.
The ice cream did when it started to melt.
The boat did when it rode the waves.

Who Said It's May?
By Demarion Walker
The leaves did when they grew back on trees.
My stepdad did when he started to barbeque.
I did when I started to wear shorts.
My family did when they had a picnic without me.
The ice cream truck did as it came down the street.
The pools did when they started to open.
My Mom did when she asked for her Mother's Day presents.
The crops did as they started to grow.
I did when I ate all of the watermelon.
The people did when they went camping.

Who Said It's May?
By Chloe Holm
The river did when it was flowing.
The shorts did when they came out of boxes.
The water parks did when they opened.
The schools did when they ended.
The Sun did when it shined.
The tan did when you got darker.
The bike path did when people were walking.
The air conditioners did when they got turned on.
The hotels did when people came.
The flowers did when they bloomed.

Who Said It's May?
By Natalie Krogman
The flea markets did when they opened.
The flowers did when they started to bloom.
The people did when they were sunbathing.
The soccer player did when they won a game.
Dutch Days did when people ran a race.
The swim suit did when it was in the water.
The archers did when they hit the board.
The pool did when people jumped in it.
The zoo did when it opened.
The baseball players did when they played.

Who Said It's May?
By Natalie Muhs
The flowers did when they were blooming.
The family did when they went fishing.
The field trip did when we did archery.
The fish did when the fish were jumping in the pond.
The garden did when the flowers began to bloom.
The baby birds did when they chirped.
The green grass did when the mower cut it.
The kickball did when the kids kicked it.
The kids did when they went swimming.
The adults did when they went to the beach.

Who Said It's May?
By Sloane Piper
The kids did when they zip lined.
The shorts and tank tops did when they were worn.
The flowers did when they bloomed.
The air conditioning did when it was turned on.
The river did when boats were on it.
Wisconsin Dells did when it opened.
The umbrella did when it was used in the rain.
The moms did when it was Mother's Day.
The animals did when Niabi Zoo opened.
The bike path did when it was being used.

Who Said It's May?
By Isabella Hardy
The pool did when it was opening.
The families did when they went to waterparks.
The mothers did when they got Mother's Day gifts.
The kids did when they went on a field trip.
The people did when they took a bike ride or a walk or the bike path.
The parents did when they went outside to lay down to tan.
The families did when they went to hotels.
The adults did when they went zip lining.
The river did when it had boats on it.
The grill did when it got used to cook meat and yummy food on.

Who Said It's May?
By Nicholas Troutwine
The farmers did when they planted crops.
The pool did when it opened.
The people did when they were wearing tank tops and shorts.
The boats did when they were cruising down the river.
The grills did when they were cooking food.
The scuba divers did when they touched the sea floor.
The fish did when they got caught.
The onions did when they were harvested.
The children did when they were playing outside.
The bridges did when people were bungee jumping from them.
The trees did when they filled with leaves.

Who Said It's May?
By Isaac Roode
The waterpark did when it opened.
Vacation did when it got warmer.
The fish did when they got caught.
The watermelon did when it got eaten.
The pizza party did when it began.
Camping did when it started.
The pool did when it reopened.
Crops did when they got planted.
Kayaking did when they got going on the water.
Scuba divers did when it got warmer.

Who Said It's May?
By Katrina
The kids did when they were playing outside.
The dogs did when they lay in the sun.
The flowers did when they bloomed.
The family did when they go fishing.
The kids did when they went on the field trip.
The green grass did when it got greener.
The kids did when they got ice cream.
The dog did when it ran across the yard.
The leaves did when they bloomed.
The kids did when they ran to get the ice cream truck.

Who Said It's May?
By Elijah
The campers did when their marshmallows roasted on the fire.
Cars did when their slick paint shone in the hot sunlight.
The archers did when their arrows hit the targets.
The zoo did when the animals roared and made noises.
The pool did when kids went swimming.
Races did when the racers shot off the starting line.
Flea markets did when people sold and bought products.
Summer vacation did when kids went to the park.
The park did when the kids went down the slides.
The trees did when they blossomed with tons and tons of leaves.

Who Said It's May?
By Dillen
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“S is for Solar System”
By Mrs. Felkey's 4th Grade Classroom
“A” is for Asteroid Belt by Jania Ford
The asteroid belt is a region between Mars and
Jupiter. There is a large number of asteroids that orbit
there, along with the dwarf planet,Ceres.
“B” is for Black Hole by Javariyae Williams
Black holes are some of the strangest and most fascinating objects found in outer space. The first black
hole was discovered in 1971. There are three different
types of black holes. A black hole is a region of space
having a gravitational field so intense that nothing can
escape.
“C” is for Ceres by Kayla Krogmann
Ceres is a dwarf planet found in the asteroid belt.
Ceres is the closest dwarf planet to the sun. It is a dwarf
planet because it is not big enough to be a planet. Ceres
is made of a mixture of water and ice.
“D” is for Dwarf Planet by Breanna Seidell
There are five main dwarf planets. They are Ceres,
Pluto, Haumea, Makemake, and Eris. A dwarf planet is
considered to be small for a planet,so they classified
them as dwarf planets.
“E” is for Eris by Paris Ullrich
Eris is the furthest dwarf planet from the sun. Eris is
the largest of the dwarf planets. It has been nicknamed
Xena. Eris is very far away from the sun, therefore scientists don't know a lot about this dwarf planet. Eris is
considered to be as old as the sun!
“F” is for Fireball by Kadia Espinoza
A fireball is a meteor that is very bright. Several
thousand fireballs occur in the earth's atmosphere each
day. A green flash of light called a fireball is produced
with a large meteoroid streaks through the atmosphere.
“G” is for Gravity by Sofia Nickles
Gravity keeps Earth and other planets in our solar
system in orbit around the sun. It also keeps the moon
in orbit around the earth. Gravity is the force that
attracts a body toward the center on the Earth or toward
any other physical body having a mass.

“H” is for Hydrogen by Cheyanna Dauen
Most of the sun is made up of gas called hydrogen.
Even when the hydrogen has all been burned,the sun
will continued to burn for about 130 million more
years.

“N” is for Neptune by Ty Jurgensen
Neptune is the eighth and final planet from the sun.
Neptune is very cold and the third largest mass. It is
considered a gaseous planet, not rocky. Neptune is very
windy, windy place! It gets its beautiful color blue from
the methane gas.

I is for Io by Gage Bromley
Io is the innermost moon of Jupiter. It is one of the
largest moons, and has the highest density of all the
moons. It is considered to be the most driest most
object in the solar systems.

“O” is for Orbit by Jonathan Sheppard
Objects in our solar system orbit the sun, or travel in
an organized path. This means that it is traveling
around the sun. The reason they go around the sun is
because of its gravitational pull.

“J” is for Jupiter by Tess Ferguson
Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system, and
5th from the sun. If you lived on Jupiter, you would
have the shortest day, as it spins on its axis once every
10 hours. There is a giant storm on Jupiter, called the
Great Red Spot. Jupiter's stripes are giant wind gusts
going in different directions. Jupiter is a gaseous planet
and considered to be an outer planet.

“P” is for Pluto by Owen Chapman
Pluto was discovered in 1930's. Pluto was once classified as a planet, and now it is one of the five major
dwarf planets. Eris is the most massive dwarf planet,
and Pluto is the second. Pluto is rocky and very,very
cold.

“K” is for Kuiper Belt by Abel Amensisa
The Kuiper Belt is named after the astronaut, Gerald
Kuiper. The Kuiper Belt is over 4.5 billion years old. It
is home to the dwarf planets Pluto,Haumea,and
Makemake. The Kuiper Belt could contain hundreds of
thousands of icy particles. The very first mission to the
Kuiper Belt will fly by Pluto will happen in July 2015.
“L” is for light year by QJ Mangelsen
Light year is the distance which a ray of light would
travel in one year. This is about 6 trillion miles. The
sunlight that we see on Earth actually left the sun about
10 minutes before. Light travels at about 300,000 kilometers per second. The speed of light changes when
traveling through different objects.
“M” is for Mercury by Dawson Dauen
Mercury was named about a Hermes, which is a
Greek name. Mercury is known as a fast moving planet.
It has zero moons, and is closest to the sun. It only takes
Mercury 88 days to revolve around the sun one time.
Mercury is the smallest planet,and is considered to be
an inner, rocky planet.

“Q” is for Quaoar by Luke Jennings
Quaoar is a planetoid beyond Pluto's orbit. It's not
classified as a dwarf planet yet, but it is probably big
enough to be. Quaoar stays in the Kuiter Belt, which is
a group of objects that stays beyond Neptune. Its 42
astronomical units, or Earth-Sun distances, away from
Earth. Quaoar was discovered in 2002.
“R” is for Red Spot on Jupiter by Rylee Wisor
The great Red Spot is a giant, spinning storm in
Jupiter's atmosphere. It is like a hurricane on Earth, but
it is much larger. Jupiter's Great Red Spot is more than
twice the size of Earth! Winds inside this storm reach
speeds of about 270 miles per hour.
“S” is for Saturn by Connor Horan
Saturn is the sixth planet in our solar system from
the sun. Saturn is known for its beautiful rings. Three of
the rings are visible from Earth by using a telescope
One of Saturn's moons, Titans, is the 2nd largest moon
in the solar system. It is an outer planet, and a gas giant.
“T” is for Titan by Caden Todtz
Titan is the second largest moon in our solar system.
It is bigger than Mercury and almost bigger than Mars.
Titan has liquid on its surface. Titan has a very thick

atmosphere with extremely low gravity. Titan is one of
Saturn's moons.
“U” is for Uranus by Carson Wells
Uranus is the seventh planet from the sun. It has the
fourth largest mass in our solar system. Uranus is similar to Neptune. Uranus is an outer planet and a gas
giant. The interior of Uranus is mainly made out of
rock and ice, giving it the blue appearance. It is tipped
over on its side.
“V” is for Venus by Max Anderson
Venus is the second planet from the sun. It takes 243
days to revolve around the sun. It is named after a
Roman God of Love and Beauty. Venus is an inner
planet. Scientist say it is Earth's sister because of its
size and mass.
“W” is for White Dwarf by Hunter Dierksen
White Dwarfs are starts that have burned up all of
the hydrogen they once used. A White dwarf is formed
when a low mass star has exhausted all of its nuclear
fuel and lost its outer layer.
“X” is for X planet by Kylee Dudock
Planet X has become a stand in name for undiscovered planets. One planet X is to have an elliptical orbit
of the sun, which means it has an elliptical orbit and
only crosses the Earth's path every 3,600
years or so.
“Y” is for Yellow Dwarf by Ethan Teagarden
The sun is considered a yellow star. Its color ranges
from white to a lighter yellow. The life span of a yellow
star is to be 10 billion years. It's also to be said that as
the years go on, the yellow star glows brighter. Among
all the stars in the galaxy, yellow dwarf stars are the
biggest.
“Z” is for Zodiac by Nathan Leemhuis
A band of the sky in which the sun, moons,and planets move. This band is divided into twelve parts or
“zodiacs.” They are figures representing the signs of
the zodiac and their symbols. The 12 signs of zodiac are
Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra,
Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces.
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CELL PHONES
YES/NO
CIARA
Do you or your friends
have a cell phone? Did you
know that fifty-six percent
of children ages eight to
twelve years old already
have one? I think children
should
have
phones
because if it is an emergency, for an example, if
your school had a fire you
could call someone.
According to Scholastic
News
Scholastic news supports
cell phones. I said that kids
should have cell phones for
example in case your child
gets sick or if the bus
breaks down they should
call. If kids get a cell phone
they should use it properly,

kids and parents should be
contacted at all times.
According to Time Debate
For Kids
I think it is an important
emergency tool. There are
phones that have settings
for example settings that
only your parents can
approve. It's also important
for kids to stay in touch
with their family.
According to the Website
Parenting and Kids
Did you know that if your
child is in danger they can
call the police? You can
give your kid a phone that
they can't play games on,
for example you can give
your kids a standard
phone. You can always
stay in touch with each
other.
ABC news has to say....

Many kids want a cell
phone so they don't feel
left out. Some parents look
at their child's history after
their done on the computer.
Cell phones can be use full
when it comes to after
school programs and after
school activities.
Now that you have read
the pros, I hope you agree
with me. I think kids
should have cell phones for
the main reason of emergencies. I hope you have
become more knowledgeable about why kids should
have cell phones.
JEREMY
Do you think kids should
have cell phones? Should
schools allow them? I do
and I'm going to tell you
why. Here are some rea-
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sons experts say kids
should have cell phones.
Listen to Scholastic News
According to scholastic
news cell phones are
important in case of (at
school) a fire or an intruder
you could call 911 or your
parents.
Anthony
Scandalito said kids could
call or text parents in case
of a crash or if they're sick.
I shouldn't see why but if a
kid doesn't pay attention in
class they could download
an app for behavior.
Debating of Cell Phones
If you don't want your
child on a certain website
you can set age modes
allowing them to only get
on aged based websites.
Did you know that a kid
having a phone teaches
responsibilities? Make it

where your child has a limited call time so then they
don't use up your money
on calling.
Should Schools Allow Cell
Phones?
Do you think kids should
use cell phones in school?
If they use it the right way
it won't be a distraction. A
good thing is that they can
call 911 without credits.
You could give them an old
phone so they don't have
apps that distract kids.
The Goodbyes
I hope I convinced you to
say yes about phones.
Those facts were from
experts. You never know
when it could save a life
even yours.
IZAIAH
Do you have a cell phone?

Should kids have a cell
phone? I think yes because
in case of an emergency's
and in case they are sick.
Scholastic News
According to the text students could call their parents in case the bus breaks
down. Bill del blasio New
York City mayor said kids
need cell phones for emergencies. Kids also need
cell phones when they are
at school. Did you know
apps on cell phones make
learning fun. Cell phones
are not a distraction if used
responsibly.
Time For Kids Debate
Did you know that parents
can put a setting that only
they can improve? Phones
also teaches kids responsibility. Important tool when
emergency's
connected
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with parents at all times.
Parents say....
If kids in danger parenting/kids website say they
can call not only you but
the police. A standard
phone is better than a smart
phone. Phones can be
turned off in class if they
remember. I hope you
learned lots of new things.
You want more facts read
more facts from should
schools allow cell phones.
Kids need their own cell
phones to keep safe.
JOE
Should kids have cell
phones? Do you think yes
or no? Well if you said no
read this. I think kids
should have cells in case of
emergency.
Listen to the Pros in
Scholastic News
Parents can set limits on
kid's cells. Parents could
down grade the phone so
they wouldn't have internet. Students wouldn't be
able to cheat. Did you
know that kids don't want
to feel left out? Do you
believe me yet? No
but...just read on.
Time to Debate
According to the text kids
can keep in touch with
family.
CAEDENCE
Do you think kids should
have cell phones? Some
people say kids should not
have cell phones until they
are in middle school.
Others say that kids should
have phones when they are
in Elementary School. My
opinion is that kids should
definitely
have
cell
phones.
Scholastic News Pros
According to Scholastic
News, Bill de Blasio –
Kids can keep in touch
with their parents or with
older siblings. And if kids
get sick or if a bus brakes
down they can contact
their parents. Did you
know that kids can look up

information if they need to
study for a big test? And if
kids use their phone
responsibly they can't distract others.
Parenting/Kids Website
Pros
According to the website
parents know that their
kids are safe. For example
kids can call their parents
if they are hurt or if one of
their friends are hurt. Keep
reading to find out more
reasons why kids should
have phones.
Listen to Time For Kids
Debate
People in this article agree
with some of the things
that I had said before.
People agree that kids keep
in touch with their parents
and people agree with that
parents now that their child
is safe. Don't you think that
these are good reasons?
ABC News Says....
Finally I want to tell you
what ABC News says.
Some kids who don’t' have
cell phones don't want to
be left out. They also stated
that kids can have phones
if parents check their
child's history to make sure
they are not on any bad
websites. Andy they said
that kids can get caught up
on homework if they are
sick. ABC News also said
that parents need to set
limits. And that is why I
think kids should have cell
phones.
SEBASTIAN
Should kids have phones
at school? Some parents
think that kids should have
phones because they feel
like they are safer. Others
think no way because if
someone calls you in the
middle of class it might
annoy others. But I think
kids should have phones at
school.
According to Time For
Kids Debate
You can keep in touch with
your child if your child has
a phone. Plus if your child

has a phone there are settings parents can only
approve. Did you know
that if your child has a
phone they are good for
emergency?
Scholastic News
I also learned after reading
SCHOLASTIC
NEWS
that kids should have
phones just in case something really bad happened
like if you get sick or
something. I also learned
that kids do better in
school because they can
look up information. For
example phones sometimes makes school a lot
more fun like in math or
science.
Parenting/Kids Website
Say that phones are really
good when it comes to
safety like if you are in
danger. Plus you can also
keep in touch with your
family from anywhere.
Also did you know that
they said that phones are
good in emergency like
when you get hurt or something like that?
I hope I convinced you
that kids should have
phones at school. My
information from my
sources helped me get
good reasons. Do you
think kids should have
phones at school?
MIKALE
Should kids be able to
bring cellphones to school
some people think no way
and others think yes. I'm
going to give you my opinion is that kids should definitely bring cellphones to
school. Read on and I will
tell you even more.
Scholastic News Prose
According to Bill De
Blastoc mayor of New
York said kids can contact
their parents in case of
emergency. Did you know
you could look up information on the internet. Did
you know you could contact your parents in case
the bus breaks down?

Shelby Veltrop – 4th Grade – Southside Elementary

Listen to Parents Kids
Website
According to the website
you can keep in touch with
family and friends in case
of emergency. Did you
know that your child can
call the police, fire department and the hospital? Did
you know phones could be
silent if off? Have I convinced you about phones.
Time for Kids Debate
Wants to Tell You About
Cellphones
According to the article
you can keep in touch with
family and friends and
emergency services. Did
you know that phones
teach kids to be responsible? I hope all I have written has convinced you
about cellphones.
According to ABC News
According to ABC News
kids don't want to be left
out. Did you know parents
can check their history?
Did you know parents can
set limits on their phone?
Did you know the parents
need to be friends on their
kids face book? Did you
know that kids can call the
police?
TAMYIAH
Did you know that some
people think kids should or
shouldn't
have
cell
phones? My opinion is
kids should have cell
phones. Let me tell you
why kids should have cellphones.
Scholastic News
According to Bill de Blasio
NY mayor said, parents
can contact kids if the bus
breaks down kids can call
their parents. Kids can use
education apps to make
learning fun.
Time For Kids Debate
I learned in this article that
kids can keep in touch with
family/friends cell phones
can also teach kids to be
responsible. That is all the
facts why I picked yes.
I hope you listened to my
reasons why kids should

have cell phones. You have
listened to my reasons why
I picked yes. I explained
my reasons and got my
facts from experts.
EAMON
Some schools say yes kids
should
have
phones
because there are educational apps they can use.
What if the bus breaks
down? Some people say no
becaUse they can text their
friends for the answers for
the test. I think yes kids
should have phones and
now am going to tell you
why.
SCHOLASTIC NEWS
According to the text
Scholastic News apps can
make learning fun. Phones
can be used for information to study schoolwork.
Phones can help kids learn
to be responsible.
Time for Kids Debate
It is also true that kids can
keep in touch with family
states Time For Kids
Debate. Cell phones are
good tools in emergencies.
Cell phones teach kids to
be responsible by using
them correctly. They are
also being responsible by
keeping track of their
phones.
THE ARTICLE PARENTING/KIDS WEBSITE
The article Parenting/Kids
Website Cell phones can
be used for emergency. Did
you know cell phones can
double as a computer?
Kids can use their cell
phones to call parents
when needed.
I think kids should have
cell phones. Phones are
really good if you are in
danger. If you want to learn
more read on. Do you want
to know how a phone can
double as a computer? A
phone is a smaller version
of a computer. It can do
everything a computer can.
I hope you say YES to cell
phones!
ETHAN

Did you know many people think kids should not
have cell phones? Parents
think kid's cell phones can
get stolen. Kids cell phone
can make distractions, my
opinion is NO way...Kids
should not have cell
phones.
Time to Hear Form
Scholastic News
Students get distracted
with
cell
phones.
According to Sonia Baker
Games/Apps on phones
can distract kids. If your
phone rings in class other
people get distracted. Kids
can cheat on tests. You can
look up answers.
PARENING/KIDS WEBSITE
According to website kids
phones can get stolen. Kids
can get distracted. They
can also look up answers.
Kids can play games on the
phone. Kids phone can distract others in the classroom.
Time For Kids
If kids play on their phones
they can miss activities.
Kids can cyberbully using
their phones. These are
reasons why cell phones
are bad for kids. Cell
phones are bad for kids
because they can get in
trouble. I hope you agree
with me.
J'NIAH
Should kid have cell
phone? Some people think
kids should have cell
phones so they can call
their par in emergency.
Others think phones would
be a distraction. I think
kids should have cell
phones.
According to Time For
Kids, cell phones are good
to have if you need to call
your parents. If I got sick at
school I would like to call
home. I may also need to
call 911 if there is an emergency like a fire or a thief.
Time for Kids also tells us
that phones can double as a
computer. I could look up
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facts for my school work.
Another source I found
was a Kids/Parenting
Website. It also said a cell
phone was important for
safety. The article told me
that parents give their kids
cell phones so they know
they are safer. Kids parenting agree with Time For
Kids that cell phones can
do computer work and help
parents keep track of their
kids.
I also learned after reading
Scholastic News that educational apps can make
learning fun! It is also true
kids can use phones to look
up information.
Now I have told why kids
should have phones. Most
importantly they need
them for safety. Kids can
also use phone for schoolwork. Now you decide.
HUNTER
Do you think kids should
have phones? Well I think
kids should definitely have
phones. Well let's see if I
could change your mind.
I'm going to tell you why I
think kidns should have
phones.
SCHOLASTIC
NEWS
PROS
According to the text Bill
De Blasio said kids or parents can call each other if
an emergency. Anthony
Scadalito said you could
look up information with
your phone. Also he said if
the bus breaks down you
could call home. Phones
are good if used right.
PARENTING WEBSITE
GIVES GOOD INFORMATION
The website started kids
can call 911 if needed. I
also learned from the website kids feel safe with
phones. Did you know that
if phones are on vibrate
they won't bother people.
Don't you think these are
good reasons?
ABC NEWS PROS
According to ABC News
parents can check there

history. Parents can make
their kids phone just call
home, this makes phones
safer. Another reason is
kids can call parents after
school activities. Don't you
think these are excellent
reasons?
Those are good reasons.
Kids should have phones. I
hope you've changed your
mind.
SAMANTHA
Did you know many people fight over whether or
not kids should have or not
have cell phones? Some
people say yes, but some
people say NO WAY
JOSE'. I say yes! Read on
for more supporting reasons.
Scholastic News Pros
Do you want to know what
Scholastic news said? Well
according to Bill De Blasio
kids and parents need to
connect if there is an emergency. For example: if
your bus breaks down. Or
if you get sick. According
to Anthony Scadalito he
stated its NOT a distraction
if its used right. Read on
for more information.
Parenting Kids Website
Said...
They stated you can call if
there's an emergency. You
can also call 911. It will
not disturb if it's on silent.
You can keep in touch with
family and friends. Did I
grab your attention yet?
Time for Kids Debate
Stated...
They stated that cell
phones give your child a
big responsibility. They
agree with Scholastic news
for keeping in touch with
family and friends. I havve
one more paragraph.
ABC NEWS
Some kids have phones
and some don't. Kids don't
want to be left out. Parents
can be face book friend.
Also parents can set limits.
Parents can cheek there
history. I'm finaly finished.
I hope I have changed your

mind.
ELIJAH
Do you think kids should
have a cell phone? Some
people say yes! For example when you are in an
emergency and some people say no because they are
a distraction. I think NO
kids should not have a
phone, here are some reasons why.
Scholastic News
According to Scholastic
News phones are a distraction when kids don't use
them right. For example
kids can use them to cheat
on a test. Also cyberbullying has gone up. My friend
has had some experience
with cyberbullying. Don't
leave there is still more.
Time For Kids Debate
According to Time For
Kids Debate kids can be
missing out on fun activities like sports, playing and
having fun with friends.
Also kids can sent nasty
tweets and they will stay
there forever so think
about what you put.
Parenting Web Cite
Dd you know that when a
kid puts his or her phone
on quiet mode they can
still cheat? According to
Parenting Web Cite a
phone can interfere with
learning.
Final Facts
I hope I have convinced
you as to why I say no to
cell phones for kids, but
they are an important tool
in emergencies. This is my
opinion on why I think
kids should not have cell
phones.
STEVEN
Did you know that many
people have cell phones?
Well I think that kids
should have a cell phone,
because there could be an
emergency.
Somebody
could break into school or
somebody could break into
somebody's house.
I Listen to Scholastic News

Lilly Lamberton – 4th Grade – Jefferson Elementary

According to the text
Scholastic News kids
should have cell phones.
Did you know that some
cities allow cell phones in
school? Also did you know
that when kids are sick or
the bus breaks down they
can call their parents.
TIME
FOR
KIDS
DEBATE
According to the text Time
For Kids Debate kids
should have cell phones so
they can contact their parents. Did you know that
kids' having a cell phone
teaches responsbility.
Insite From Parents
According to the text Incite
from Parents if your child
is in danger they can call
their parents or call the
cops. Did you know that
kids should have a cell
phone because so they can
call or text their friends.
Also did you know that if
your kid has a problem at
school they can call home?
I hope you learned as much
as I learned. Did you learn
something from reading
these pros? Do you think
your child should have a
cell phone?
KONNAR
Do you think kids should
have cell phones? There
are thousands of people
that say yes because they
might need help. Others
say NO it's distraction. I
think NO and Im going to
tell you why?
Time FOR Kids
Cyberbullying has gone
way up because kids not
monitored on the internet.
I've had some experience
to for example you can
could send nasty comments and lie and say I hit
the button. Did you know
that they can use their
phones to cheat and look
up answers? The phone
they got can be stolen and
it's worth lots of money.
Don't leave yet.
Time for Kids stated your
kids might be missing out

on important activities. If
your child has a phone they
can stile text in class on
silent. It's a distraction
because of the games and
the apps. A phone can double as a computer. Once
again I'm not done yet.
Sonia
Baker
from
Scholastic News said
messing with your phone
in class you can miss some
important information in
class. If you want a phone
and your parents say no it's
because you lose things.
Why the parents pay for
the phone and the phone
bill that's your responsibility RIGHT. I hope you
agree with me and that's
why I think No to phones.
It's your chose.
EDUARDO
Should kids have phones
at school? Some parents
think Yes for safety. Others
think NO because it can be
stolen. I pick yes because
of emergencies.
ABC News
According to ABC news
38% of parents think 16 is
a good age for a phone.
Parents can feel comfortable by checking the
child's history. I think 10 is
a good age to call home.
SCHOLASTIC NEWS
According to Scholastic
News you can call your
parents if the school bus
breaks down. A phone can
also double as a computer.
Kids can look up information for a project. If kids
have after school programs
they can call parents. I say
yes to phones because parents can look up their
child's history.
Here is another interesting
fact I learned after reading
Scholastic News giving
kids a phone can teach
responsibility. Scholastic
News also said educational
apps can make learning
fun. Your child can keep;
in touch with you. Mobile
phones can be fantastic

when it comes to safety. In
conclusion I think kids
should have phones. ONE
reason is in case of danger.
What do you think?
KAIRI
Have you ever had a
friend's phone ring in
class? That is one of the
many reasons that some
schools don't allow cell
phones. Some experts say
it is to distract full in class.
In Time For Kids Debate
they say it can make them
distracted from homework.
Here are some more facts.
Scholastic Says NO!
According to the text
Scholastic News kids
could get tempted to cheat
or even worse they could
be CYBERBULLYED!
Even just having the phone
on, a hacker could still get
into the child's phone.
There is a 50% chance it
could happen. Is that fair to
you kids?
Time For Kids Debate
Did you know that according to Time For Kids
Debate your phones can
send off radiation harm?
The main reason families
don't allow phones if PARENTS ARE PAYING
FIOR THEM! In my opinion that's just CRAZY! If
kids want a phone they
should have to pay for it or
help around the house.
ABC News
Are you ready to hear
some more? Some parents
are just not comfortable
with the new technology.
Parents did not have them
when they were kids so
why should we? Kids are
also known to lose things
so are you convinced yet?
So that is what I think. I
hope I have changed many
minds. I have one last thing
to say. Are you convinced
yet?
DESTINY
Many of you readers don't
have your OWN cell
phones. Well that's going
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to change after you or your
parents read this. I think
that all of you should!
Others say “not at all!”
Here are some very good
reasons that experts say
kids should have their own
cell phones.
Listen to Scholastic News!
Did you know that Bill de
Blasio (NY City's mayor)
said “kids need to be able
to contact their parents if
there are problems”? Also
did you know a kid from
Michigan
“Anthony
Scandalito” gave us his
opinion about this. He also
says yes, here are some of
his reasons. “Phones are
not a distraction if used
with responsibly.” He also
states that phones make
learning fun. Also they can
look up information up if
they needed to. There are
so many reasons why yes!
Is the answer in Scholastic
news!
Time for kids to get a cell
phone
According to Time For
Kids Debate! Parents can
put a setting that only parents can approve. A phone
also lets kids stay in touch
with you family and
friends! Most cell phones
are made just for kids! I
think and many others
think phones can teach
responsibility.
Parents talk about phones!
Most parents don't like
phones, well some do and
for the people who don't
like them this might
change your mind. Here
are some great reasons why
kids and maybe you should
have a cell phone. The parent/kids website says that
phones might not be able to
text or call but they can call
911. They won't be a problem if they remember to
silence them at school and
when going to bed. There
are a few reasons from parent/kids website!
ABC news states...
ABC news gives us useful
information to why kids

SHOULD have cellphones.
One fact is that when kids
are in after school activities
they can contact you
when/where to pick them
up. Either at a football
game or practice they can
contact you. They also
state that you can program
your phone to just call
home, or you could just put
limits! Most parents check
their child's history after
they use the internet. Kids
want cell phones so they
don't feel left out. Kids can
have Facebook but they
have to friend me so I can
see
everything
they
do/post” a parent says.
Doing that is really good so
they know their always
being watched and won't
do bad things.
Good bye
These are some of the
many, many reasons why
YES! Is the answer, in my
words in these paragraphs!
I hope you will have/get a
cell phone very, very soon.
All these articles and websites and videos helped me
understand and I hope they
change your opinion about
cell phones! I hope you
understand! Thanks for
your attention readers!
JORDAN
Do you think that kids
should have a cell phone? I
think that kids should definitely have a phone. Some
people think otherwise.
Here are the good reasons
why I think kids should
definitely have phones.
Time to Hear From
Scholastic News
Bill de Blasio (New York
Mayor) said kids can keep
in touch in case of emergency.
According to
Anthony Scandalito if
you're sick or your bus
breaks down you can contact your parents. If you
have a test coming up you
can look up information.
The article stated that educational apps make learning fun. Also, it is not a dis-
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traction if use responsibly.
According to the text it
will help you do better in
school.
Listen to Parenting/Kids
Website
According
to
Parenting/Kids Website if
you are in immediate danger you can contact 911.
To stop the distraction you
can get a flip phone. It
also stated that the latest
smartphones almost double as a computer. You can
text and call your parents
or friends. This website
gave some god points didn't it!
Time For Kids Debate
Speaks Out
Did you know that the are
settings that have parent
approved ways? If you
have a phone it teaches
you to be responsible.
Also if your parents can't
make it to a game they can
send you good luck messages. Here is another
interesting fact I learned
after reading Time For
Kids Debate your phone is
a tool for emergency. I've
got one more paragraph to
tell you about.
ABC News
Some parents have limits.
I have a cell phone and at
my dad's whatever I end
up with that's how much
phone time I get. If you're
in an after school activities you can call your parents when you're done
with those activities. The
reason some kids want a
phone is so they don't get
left out. Some parents
check their kid's history.
Other parents get phones
so they can only call
home. Parents say that
you can get Facebook, but
have to be your friend for
a certain amount of time. I
hope I've convinced you
to see that phones are
okay to have.
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MEET THE MIDWEST.....
Ms. Burken - 4th Grade –
Whttier
MISSOURI
I want to move to
Missouri to tour caves. Some
caves I want to tour are the
Marvel Cave, Bridal cave,
Meramec Caverns, and Cristal
Caverns. There are many
more caves and that's why one
of Missouri's nicknames is
“The Cave State”.
Another reason why
I want to move to Missouri is
because of the Gateway Arch.
It stands 630 feet tall and is
half the weight of the Empire
State Building. The Arch is
175 feet taller that the Statue
of Liberty! If you go to visit
it costs $10.00 per adult (or
$7.00 if you have a National
Park Passport), and $5.00 for
children under the age of 15.
Even if you don't
pay for a ticket to the top of
the Arch, you can still make a
free visit to the Museum of
Westward Expansion. It is
located underground next to
the visitor center beneath the
Arch. There is also a store if
you want to buy a few books
or some souvenirs.
These are some of
the reasons why I want to
move to Missouri.
Madison Burman
MINNESOTA
I would like to
move there because I would
like to see the Bloomington
Mall of America. They have
roller coasters and it has an
indoor park. Also they serve
food.
Another reason I
want to move there is because
there's a science museum.
There are fossils of dinosaur
bones and other cool fossils.
Minnesota has a
Pine City. People can see an
Ojibue woman who takes you
through her wigwam and
other costumed guides who
demonstrate daily life on the
Voyages.
Yet another reason
why I want to live there is the
Duluth's
Great
Lakes
Aquarium. You can said a
minature ship through a
model of the Great Lakes.
Emily Campos
ILLINOIS
I would like to live
or vacation in Illinois because
I want to live in Chicago. I
want to live in Chicago

because I love shopping at
fancy clothing stores like
Penelope's, Glams to Go,
Forever 21, and Loft.
Another reason why
I want to move to Illinois is
because I like the Chicago
Bears. Their head coach is
Joh Fox. Their quarterback is
jay Cutlure. There are 51
players on the Bear's team.
I also want to move
to Illinois because there are
water parks such as CoCo
Key Water Resort at Clock
Tower, Grizzly Jack's Grand
Bear Lodge, Key Line Cove
Water Paradise Resort, and
Mayan Adventure. These are
all the water parks that I want
to go and visit.
The main reason
why I want to move or vacation in Illinois is because I
want to try something new!
Avery Dohrn
INDIANA
I would like to
move to Indiana. They have
my favorite team in the NFL,
the Colts! The Colts have one
of the Best quarterbacks in the
league, Andrew Luck. He had
4,761 passing yards and more
touchdowns than any other
quarterback! He threw forty
touchdowns in one season.
Even the MVP, Arron
Rodgers, didn't do that!
The Colts lost the
great Reggie Wayne, but they
got another great Andre
Johnson from Houston. In
2013, he had 109 receptions
and 1,407 receiving yards.
T.Y. Hilton is another really
good receiver that the Colts
had in 2014.
He had 1345 receiving yards and 82 receiptions.
A rising star is what Dante
Moncrief is in his rookie season. He had 444 receiving
yards and 32 receptions!
I really hope the
Colts win it all this year and
beat the Patriots because the
last two years they faced them
the Colts got owned 45-7 and
49-21!
Go Colts!
Ty Faur
MISSOURI
I would like to
vacation in Missouri because I
like the water parks and
because my dad has family
there. We vacation there
every summer.
Another reason I
chose this state is because if
you ever go to St Louis you

have to go to Six Flags
Hurricane Harbor. It is awesome! Their water park features a giant wave pool, a
family raft ride, and a children's play area. Familiies
will also enjoy the Tornado, a
multi-rider tube that descends
132 feet, six story tall tunnel
before emptying through a
giant waterfall.
Missouri ranks as a
leading state in automobiles
and truck production.
Missouri is famous
for its Branson Country Music
Shows, its Bass Pro Shops,
and the Gateway Arch. The
Arch is shiny with the reflection of the sun and is way up
in the Sky. It is described as
one of the most breathtaking
forms made by modern man.
The Arch was built
between February 12, 1963
and October 28, 2965. While
the Arch was being built,
there were no bad injuries
throughout the job. Before
they started building the Arch
there were houses and factories where it now stands.
Missouri entered
the Union on August 10,
1821. It was the twentyfourth state. The capital of
Missouri is Jefferson City.
Missouri's name is from the
Algonquin word meaning
“river of big canoes”. The
state nickname is the “Show
Me State”, Gateway to the
West”, and “Home of the
Blues”.
The state horse is
the Missouri Fox Trotter. The
animal is the mule, and the
state sone is “Missouri
Waltz”. The state bird is a
bluebird and the flower is a
Hawthorn. The tree is a dogwood.
I hope you like my
facts, but now it's time for me
to go!
Jeremy Galloway
SOUTH DAKOTA
I would like to
move to South Dakota
because the hotels there are
really cool like Hampton Inn
Deadwood, Ramada Mitchell
Hotel, and Cambria Suites.
The water parks there are really fun like Splash Central
Waterpark, Aquatic Water
park, Yas Island, and Abu
Dhabi.
I would also like to
go to visit Wylie Park
Campground. They have 82
RV campsites, 5 tent sites, 7
small sleeping cabins, 4 medi-
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um sleeping cabins, and a
deluxe cabin. The medium
cabins have a very big area to
play! I would like to see the
Castle there.
There are many
rivers in South Dakota;
James, Cheyenne, Little
Missouri, and the Big Sioux.
I fish and I would like to try to
fish in the South Dakota
rivers!
Another reason I
would like to move to South
Dakota is because of the State
Jackrabbits. Austin Sumner
thre A9,458 yards in 20112014. Josh Ranek had a total
of 6,744 rushing in 19972001. Jeff Tiefenthaler had a
total of 3,621 receiving yards
in 1983-1986. My Dad likes
to watch football and I watch
it with him!
These are reasons I
would like to move to South
Dakota.
I would not like to
go to South Dakota because
an average of twenty-eight
tornadoes happen each year.
Noah Handy
IOWA

The reason I like it
in Iowa is because my favorite
team is the Iowa Hawkeyes.
In 2014 they won seven
games and lost six. Also their
quarterback is Jake Rudok.
The nation's number one
offensive guard is Hawkeye
Brandon Scherff.
Also the reason I
like Iowa is because in summer it can reach up to 100 F
and in winter it goes down to
-20F or even colder.
But the main reason
why I don't want to move is
because my family lives in
Iowa and I live in Iowa too!
Iowa has good reasons to live here. Iowa has
rich soil. We grow some of
the best corn in the world.
Iowa's manufacturing is corn
oil, corn starch, corn sugar
and food.
Iowa's agriculture is
corn, milk, apples, and hogs.
Hogs provide food and they're
fun to have as pets.
I think Iowa is a
good place to live because of
natural resources which are
rich soil, sand, gravel, and
limestone.
When you go to the
lock and dam you can see
wild life and the strong dam.
Lock and dam 13 near Clinton
began its construction in
1930. The opening date was

May 13, 1938. The moveable
portion is 1,066 feet. The
dam is 5,138 feet long.
I hope you enjoy
Iowa and all its natural
resources!
Lydia Hoefer
NEBRASKA
I would like to
vacation in Nebraska because
they have water parks with
fun activities such as
CoCoKeys and Eugene J.
Mahoney. Co Co Keys has
slides that join together.
Eugene J. Mahoney has an
arcade and a hotel. They have
water slides, baby pools and
much more.
The state capital is
Lincoln. The many products
are corn butter, eggs, wheat
for bread and cakes. They
grow soybeans, grapes,
apples, honey, oats, potatoes
and they produce milk. Their
mining is sand, gravel, clay,
and crushed stone. There are
lots of ranchers and farmers
who have hogs, pigs, and cattle. Nebraska is called the
beef state with all their meats.
Nebraska has many
wild animals like the Red fox
and the pronghorn antelope.
Winter is harsh
because they get lots of blizzards and summer can get up
to 95 degrees.
These are reasons I
would like to live or vaction
in Nebraska.
Kayley Howard
ILLINOIS
I would like to
move or vacation to Illinois
because my dad lives there
and he talks about all of the
museums in Chicago. The
museum I would love to go to
most is the Chicago Museum
of Science and Industry. That
museum sounds interesting
just by the title. Let's talk
about exhibits!
One of the exhibits
is Science Storms. In Science
Storms people learn mostly
about weather. The exhibit
also adds touches of other
studies like chemistry.
Chemistry is the study of matter. The exhibit also talks
about particles and water
vapor.
Another exhibit is
Coal Mine. In Coal Mine,
people learm about the tools
workers use while they're
mining. People also learn
about why coal is so important to the U.S.A. If you ever

choose to visit the museum,
they have a mining hole setup for you and you get to go
down and see it. Speaking of
coal, coal is a natural resource
and a mining rock in Illinois.
The third exhibit is
Genetics Lab. In Genetics
Lab people learn about genes
in all animals. Genes are
what make all living things
the way they are. Even viruses (who are not living) have a
genetic code! There is even a
chick hatchery in the exhibit!
The exhibit is a very interesting exhibit from what I've
read!!!
The next exhibit is
Fast Forward.
In Fast
Forward people learn about
what scientists think the world
of technoloy will be like in
my lifetime. Not just technology though! Also cars and
even our lifestyle!!!
An exhibit I think
Ms. Burken would like is
Yesterday's Main Street. I
think she would like it
because she loves Social
Studies! In Yesterday's Main
Street you walk around and
see old stores, old clothing,
old cars, and old homes. That
exhibit shows what Chicago
was like in the early 1900's.
An exhibit I think
kids would like is Robot
Revolution. In that exhibit
children learn about what
robots will do in the future!
Robots will be able to do simple jobs and many more!
Robots are not what we think
they are....
Last but certainly
not least, Think. In Think
people explore the world of
science technoloy. You can
walk around and “THINK'!
Just explore it yourself!!!
Sorry, I'm done. I
hope I inspired you to
explore! Most kids love video
games or tablets! Drop the
tablets and learn!
KANSAS
`I would vacation in
Kansas because they built airplanes for World War II. My
Great-uncle Donnie worked at
Boeing in Wichita.
They have a lot of
waterparks in Kansas. One of
them is Oceans of Fun. I
would like to ride on
Buccaneer Bay, Caribbean
Cooler, Surf City, and the
Wave Pool. They have thrill
rides including Aruba Tuba,
Castaway Cove, and Diamond
Head. They have the Great
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Wolf Lodge Waterpark. It's
decorated like a forest.
They
have
a
Legoland Discovery Center
with a Star Wars exhibit in
Kansas city, Kansas.
I love the Kansas
City Chiefs! They won the
super bowl in 1970 beating
the Vikings 23-7. Leading alltime passer was Len Dawson.
He passed for 28,507 yards.
Rushing leader was Jamaal
Charles at 6,856 yards. The
receiving leader was Tony
Gonzalez at 10, 940 yards.
The most wins by a coach was
Hank Stram with 124 wins.
I like warm weather
and Kansas had a 120 F in
July 1, 1936. The coldest was
-40F on February 3, 1904.
I would visit monument rocks where they found
dinosaur fossils.
These are the reasons why I would like to vacation in Kansas!
Andy Lilburn
WISCONSIN
I want to vacation in
Wisconsin so I could visit my
favorite resort, The Kalahari.
They have an indoor and outdoor waterpark. They have
free cookies and every morning there is a new animal in a
small case near the entrance.
The neatest was the living
baby Kangaroo. All of the
hallways have lanterns that
are carved into elephants.
When you first go
into the indoor waterpark,
you'll see a surfing area powered by water. Once I tried it
and I failed. This summer I
hope I go back and prove I
can conquer it!
You can see three
drop-off slides. There is a
purple one, a green, and a
pink. I went on the purple.
You have to go into
a weird tube and stand on a
platform. The life guard has a
microphone and he says,
“3...2...1...: and then suddently you drop! There's water in
your face and you can't
breathe!
There are also about
thirty more slides. Outside
has most of the tube slides.
The best tube slide in my
opinion is the pink slide. You
go down and then you keep
spinning around like you're
going to go down a faucet!
They have a big
arcade with a ferris wheel and
go-carts. The track is long
and looks like a race track

with lots of turns. My whole
family tried to bump each
other. It was frightening at
time and exciting!
These are all the
reasons why I want to go to
The Kalahari in Wisconsin!
Israel Kurtz
NORTH DAKOTA
I would like to
move to North Dakota
because there are fun things to
do or see there such as the former Governor's mansion
where
North
Dakota's
Governors and their families
lived from 1893-1960. The
mansion was built in 1884 as
a private home. The state
bought it for $5,000 in 1893!
On hot summer
days you can go down to the
Raging Rivers Water Park.
You can zip down a waterslide
or just lie back in a tube and
float down the lazy river.
Another attraction is Devil's
Lake/Fort Totten. Fort Totten
is the best preserved historic
site in North Dakota. It was
built as a military post in
1867. The Fort became a
boarding school for Native
American children in 1890,
and in 1960 it became a state
historic site.
Some facts about
North Dakota is it is one of
the least wooded states as it
has only one-hundredths of
the state as forests, and july 6,
1936 it had the hottest temperature recorded at 121 F!
The
whooping
crane, one of North America's
rarest birds, can be seen in
North Dakota. If you're a bird
watcher, hunter, or fisher; this
is one of the places for you! It
has ducks, pheasants, Blue
Jays. It also has the Northern
Pike as its state fish. Catfish,
trout, flicker tail squirrels,
prairie dogs, badgers, bob
cats, coyotes, white tailed
deer,
and
pronghorn
antelopes.
These are reasons
why I would want to move to
North Dakota!
Ashton Nissen
IOWA

I like to live in Iowa
because it is my home town
and most of my friends live
here. The State of Iowa was
named for the Iowa River, and
the river was named for the
native Ioway people. Two
great rivers flank the State of
Iowa. The Mississippi River
is to the east and the Missouri

River is to the west.
They provide water
for the state's 56,272 square
miles (145,744 square kilometers) of land.
The
Mississippi and Missouri
Rivers define Iowa's Eastern
and Western borders.
Iowa has hot, humid
summers, and cold snowy
winters. Winds often whip
across the great open areas.
Iowa is also prone
for tornadoes. Tornadoes usually occur in the spring as
cold, dry air from Canada
meets warm moist air from
the Gulf of Mexico.
Iowa's
natural
resources are water, sand,
coal,
clay
and
soil.
Agriculture is corn, butter,
mild, eggs. Mining is limestone, sand, gravel, clay.
Manufacturing is food, corn
products, publishing, insurance.
Iowa is in the part
of the country called the
Midwest.
Six other
Midwestern states border
Iowa: Wisconsin, Illinois to
the east, Missouri lies to the
south. Nebraska and South
Dakota are to the west. South
Dakota also touches a small
part of Northern Iowa.
Minnesota is Iowa's main
northern neighbor.
The school I go to is
Whittier Elementary. My
friends are really nice. I wasn't here for kindergarten and
first grade because I went to
Bluff Elementary. I was sad
and scared when I switched
schools because I didn't know
anybody.
After being here for
a while I made good friends.
The people that didn't know
me when I first came here,
like me now!
Eboni Palmer
MINNESOTA
I would like to
move to Minnesota because I
like the Minnesota Vikings!
In
1998
The
Vikings high-powered offense
averaged 34.8 points per
game. The team's total points
that year was 556 and it set an
NFL record that stood until
the Patriots scored 589 points
in 2007.
My favorite quarterback is Saunte Culpepper. In
2004 he had one of the best
seasons as quarterback in
NFL history. He passed 477
yards and 39 touchdowns.
His passer rating was 110.9 –
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the fourth best mark at that
time.
My favorite running
back is Andrian Petterson. He
burst onto the scene as a rookie in 2007. In one game
against San diego he rushed
for an NFL record of 296
yards!
I would like to
move to Minnesota because
their natural resources are
wheat, fruit, soybeans, and
vegetables. Their manufacturing products are forest
products, cheese, milk, and
butter.
Their agriculture
includes wheat, oats, potatoes,
and dairy products.
Their mining is
franite, iron ore, stone, and
clay.
In conclusi8on, I
think Minnesota is a good
state to move to because of all
its wonderful things. Plus, I
like the Vikings!
Jack Pelham
OHIO

I want to live or
vacation there because some
of my family members live in
Ohio. My aunt, uncle, and my
cousin live in a big city there.
Ohio Caverns is the
state's largest known cave.
Inside the cave there are rare
pearls.
Cave pearls are
smoothed by the motion of the
water in some cave pools.
In Ohio their mining is coal, limestone, oil,
sale, clay and sand. Their
manufacturing is soap, furniture, paper, newspaper, books,
farm and garden equipment
and chemicals.
Did you know that
Ohio is an Indian word meaning “something great”?
I'd also want to live
or vacation there because
Ohio is called the “Mother of
Presidents”. It's called that
because seven presidents
were born in Ohio.
In
Ohio
near
Millsboro is Great Serpent
Mound. It looks just like a
snake.
These are resons
why I want to live or vacation
in Ohio!
Schyler Pitts
ILLINOIS
I would move or
vacation is Illinois because of
the Lincoln Memorial.
Abraham Lincoln
was born February 12, 1809.
he was the sixteenth President

of the United States serving
from March, 1861 until his
assination in 1865. Lincoln
led the United States through
its Civil War; its bloodiest
war, and its greatest memorial
and constitutional and political crisis. In doing so he preserved the union, abolished
slavery, strengthened the federal government, and modernized the economy.
I would want to see
his cabin and his memorial in
Springfield. I would like to
visit his grave stone. I would
enjoy it because he is my
favorite President!
Justen Raab
SOUTH DAKOTA
I wold like to vacation in South Dakota because
of the water parks they have
there.
I would like to go to
the Wa Tike Water Park first
because of the water slides
and also their arcade. The
arcade has forty games to
choose from and you can win
tickets and turn them in for
prizes. If you have a birthday
party you can receive twenty
tokens per person.
Some of the games
in the arcade are Typhoon
Terminator, Cyclone, Big
Bass, Swish and Chomp.
The slides I'd like to
go on are the Superbowl, the
Funky Frog, and Maui's Body
Slide.
South Dakota is a
sparsely-populated expanse
with rolling prairies and the
dramatic Black Hills National
Forest. Black Hills is home to
two historical monuments
carved right into granite; Mt.
Rushmore with the four
Presidents and Crazy Horse
Memorial which is a tribute to
a Native American tribal
leader.
In conclusion, these
are reasons why I would like
to vacation in South Dakota.
Owen Sander-Weizien
MICHIGAN
Have you ever
wanted to go to Michigan and
eat fresh-picked cherries,
apples, and blueberries? Or
maybe go to the Ford
Museum?
Well, I have some
other things you might want
to check out, but if you want
to there on time – don't get
arrested!
There are some
weird laws too that might

make you laugh and they are;
in Detroit don't let your pig
run free on the street unless it
has a ring in its nose.
Everywhere it's illegal to
chain your alligator to a fire
hydrant!
Oh...you want to
know about the places now?
Well, if you like lots and lots
of trampolines, glow bowling,
bowling, pool, lager tag,
arcades, and rope climbing;
I've got nothing for you. So
stop reading this or you'll be
bored out of your mind
because I'm just going to talk
about natural parks and animals in their natural habitat.
That's not what I'm
really going to talk about! I'm
really good to tell you about
all the fun stuff I was talking
about.
The places you are
absolutely going to love are
Airtime and Bam! The one
I'm going to tell you about is
my second favorite since I've
got the same the best for last!
At Airtime there are
rooms with lots and lots of
trampolines. At Bam! There
is a pool league which looks
amazing and they have awesome laser tag plus they make
it even better...they have glow
bowling!
That's why you and
I should love to vacation in
Michigan!
Will Tompkins
NEBRASKA
I would like to visit
Nebraska because it has a
huge zoo, The Omaha Zoo.
I would go see the
Aquarium. It has a desert
dome. The desert dome has a
real life swamp in it with real
alligators. There is a huge
area for just monkeys, apes,
chimpanzees, and gorillas.
There are also baby lions but
we didn't get to see them.
At the Aquarium
there was a huge blue fish.
The worker said it was three
years old.
At the apes my
brother got poop thrown at
him. Did you know if you
copy apes they will throw
poop at you?
They also had penguins. When you go you can
see them get fed! They are
Emperor Penguins.
These are the reasons I would like to move or
visit Nebraska!
Haylie Wrage
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